A ring R of the kind described by the title is called a right g-ring and is characterized by the property that each of its right ideals is quasi-injective as a right i?-module. The principal results of this paper are Theorem 6, which describes how an arbitrary right g-ring is constructed from division rings, local rings, and right #-rings with no primitive idempotent, and Theorem 5 which shows that a right g-ring cannot have an infinite set of orthogonal noncentral idempotents.
Ivanov described the structure of indecomposable, nonlocal right g-rings and conjectured that every right g-ring must be a direct sum of such rings together with a ring all of whose idempotents are central. Our results imply that though the structure of right g-rings is slightly more complicated than this (there are chain qrings), one can still reduce the study of g-rings to ones which have only central idempotents. More precisely, the study of right grings is reduced to the study of right self-injective duo rings which are either local or have no primitive idempotent.
The work done here is an extension and generalization of Ivanov's investigations. We develop the finiteness conditions inherent in that work without the assumption of indecomposability and the structure of an arbitrary right g-ring is developed at the same time. Throughout the paper all rings have identity 1^0 and all modules are unital.
Preliminaries. If one has a decomposition A = A x 0A 2 0 • 0A % of a right J?-module A as a finite direct sum of submodules then one has a representation of End^A, the ring of J?-endomorphisms of A, as a ring of n x n "matrices" of the form (a tS ) where a iά belongs to Ή.om R (A jf A*). In particular, when one has a finite decomposition of the module R R one also has a representation of the ring R ^ End^i? as a ring of matrices. A decomposition of R R = A 0 B as a direct sum of two modules A and B which are unrelated in the sense that Hom^A, B) and Hom β (ΰ, A) are both the trivial group yields a representation of R as the product of the rings EndijA and End^-B. For a direct sum decomposition of R R , such unrelated summands may be achieved by summing over classes of related summands. When a module M is a direct sum of simple modules then a sum over a class of related summands is called an isotypic component of M, since two simple modules are related if and only if they are isomorphic.
If A is a right j?-module then E{A) denotes the injective hull of A. When R is right self-injective we will assume that E(A) is a right ideal of R whenever A is a right ideal of R. The fact that the rings described by the title are the rings whose right ideals are quasi-injective is a consequence of the fact [6, 1.1 Theorem] 
that A is quasi-injective if and only if A is fully invariant in E(A), that is End B E(A)Ά Q A.
Reduction to basic rings* A g-ring R will be called basic if each of the nonzero isotypic components of the socle of R R is simple, i.e., R has no two distinct isomorphic minimal right ideals. We shall show that a right g-ring is the ring direct sum of a semisimple ring and a basic ring.
The following lemma of [3] is fundamental to our study. LEMMA 
Let R be a right q-ring and A and B be independent right ideals of R. If f belongs to Ή.om R (A, B) then f(A) is semisimple.
Proof. Recall that the socle of B is the intersection of the essential submodules of B. Let B 1 be an arbitrary essential submodule of B. It follows that Aζ$B ι is essential in A ©£• Since R is a right g-ring, it follows that A ©2^ is fully invariant in A® B. Letting g be the endomorphism of 4φΰ defined by g{a + b)f (a) for a in A and b in B, we see that f(A) £ B x .
COROLLARY.

If A and B are independent isomorphic right ideals of R then each is injective and semisimple. An isotypic component of the socle of R which is not simple is injective.
Proof. Assume that A and B are independent isomorphic right ideals. Since E(A) and E{B) are also independent and isomorphic then the above lemma implies that each is semisimple. It follows that A = E(A) and B = E{B).
Let H be an isotypic component which is not simple. If H is the direct sum of an infinite set of simple modules then H^H^Hz where H t ~ H and H 2 ^ H. Since H γ and H 2 are injective then so is H. It follows that H must be a finite direct sum of at least two copies of a minimal right ideal S of R. Then S is injective and so is H. PROPOSITION 
Let Γ be an independent set of right ideals of a right q-ring R. Suppose that for each member A of Γ there is a minimal right ideal S(A) of R so that (1) if AΦB then S(A) & S(B),
Proof. According to (2) there is for each A in Γ an epimorphism a A : A -> S(A) and this induces on the direct sum, the epimorphism a: Σ Γ A ^Σ Γ S(A).
Choose hulls in R and extend a to the mapping β: E{Σ Γ A) -> E{Σ Γ S(A)). From (3) and Lemma 1 we know that the image of β is Σ Γ S(A). On the other hand the image of β must be cyclic since E(Σ A) is a direct summand of R. It follows that there are only finitely many nonisomorphic S(A) for A in Γ, so (1) 
B then S(A) •£ S(B).
Let Λ be the set of all A, in Γ so that S(A) £ Σ{A\ AeΓ). Since i? is basic and the sum is direct then for each member A ι of Γ 1 there is a unique member 7(AJ of Γ so that S(AJ £ 7(AJ. We use the mapping 7: A -> Γ to form the partition {7~1(A) | A e Im 7} of Γ x . Since A&Ί~\A) for each A in Im 7, it follows from Proposition 1 that each member of this partition is a finite set.
Assume that Γ 1 is infinite and let <f> be a function which chooses a member from each nonempty subset of /\. If X is a finite subset of Λ then X U 7(X) U Ύ~\X) is also finite where Ύ~\X) = U {7-1 (B)|ΰeX} and 7~1(B) = 0 if JBglmT. Denote by X' the set complement of X U 7(Z) U Ί~\X) in /\. We note X' Φ 0 for all finite subsets X of /\. Define the sequence {AJΓ=i in Γ x by setting Ai = φ(ΓJ and if A 1? , A n are already chosen then
Since R is basic this means that for some j, k one has 7(A y ) = A k and this cannot happen by the construction of the sequence. The existence of such a sequence contradicts Proposition 1 so we conclude that Γ 1 is finite.
Since Γ -Γ x is clearly finite by Proposition 1 then Γ is finite.
Injective hulls of minimal right ideals• Let £^ be the set of minimal right ideals of a basic right #-ring R and let E{S^) -{E(S) IS 6 Sf) be a chosen set of injective hulls in R for the members of Sf. For each S in £f there is a primitive idempotent e s of R such that e s R = E(S). According to Lemma 1 if e is a primitive idempotent of R and ->eR then eR is isomorphic to a member of E(£^). In fact if eR is not isomorphic to a member of E(S^) then β is central as the next proposition shows. Proof. Suppose the proposition is false so that (1 -e) Re H om^ (eR, (1 -e)R) Φ 0 but eR(l -e) = 0. Since e is primitive eiϋ= eRe is a local ring and since eR(l -e) -0 then the right ideals of eRe are precisely the ϋί-submodules of eR. If J is the Jacobson radical of R then eJ is the unique maximal right ideal of eRe. If eJ -0 then ej? is simple and since R is basic it follows that (1 -e)Re = 0 contrary to the assumptions. So ej Φ 0 and it follows that eJ contains a nonzero cyclic submodule L for which there is a eϋte-epimorphism β: L -> eϋ!/βJ which is also an ϋJ-epimorphism. The assumption that (1 -e)Re Φ 0 together with Lemma 1 implies that the simple image eR/eJ of eR embeds in (1 -e)R. Since (l~-e)R is injective there is an i?-homomorphism a:eR-*(l -e)R so that a\ L -β. Since Im a is semisimple it follows that a{eJ) = 0 so that β = 0 which is a contradiction. Proof. (1) Since ->ei2 then eR(l -e) is nonzero and it is contained in the socle of eR. Since e is primitive it follows that eR = E(S) for some minimal right ideal S containing eR(l -e). If Hom Λ (ei2, S) Φ 0 then there is a copy of S in (1 -e)R contradicting the fact that R is basic. It follows that se = 0 for every β e <S, that is S £ e#(l -e). Thus S = βi2(l -e).
(2) If J is the Jacobson radical of R then eRe has radical e/e = {x eeRe\xS -0}. Since eR = S@eRe as abelian groups one has (eJe)R = (eJe)(eR) £ so that eJβ is a right ί?-submodule of ei?. Since S Π e/e = 0 then βJβ = 0 so that eRe is a division ring. Restriction to S is an isomorphism from Enά R eR onto End^S. (3) If K is a nonzero submodule of ei? then S Q K and K = Ke(BK(l -β) It follows that S = JBΓ(1 -e). Since Ke is a right ideal of eRe then either Ke = 0 or ϋΓβ = βi2e. Thus iΓ = S or JSΓ = Let J^f(R) = {JS' (S) e J5 r (^) I -> J5(S)}. We consider the restriction of the -^-relation to j^(JB). Note that EiS^-^EiS,) for £7(50, £?(JS 2 ) members of Stf means that the top, E(Sj)/S lf of E(Sj) is isomorphic to the bottom, S 2 , of E(S 2 ).
Let D be the domain and T be the range of the restriction of -> to the set jy\ It is easy to show that -» is a one-to-one function from D onto Γ. Define α: Stf -> J^ by a(E 1 ) = E 2 if J^eD and -> # 2 and α^) = j^ if E, £ D. Similarly α" 1 : J^ -* J^ is defined by a-\E 2 ) = E, if E 2 e R and E t -> £; 2 and α"
It is easy to see that (1) EeE since α° is the identity mapping, and (2) E so that the set ^ of -» -classes E for £ej/ is a partition of J&Λ In fact the associated equivalence relation on j*f is just the smallest equivalence relation on j%? which contains the restriction of -> to ^f. It is immediate from Theorem 2 that the set of classes E with more than one member is a finite set and also that each class E is itself finite. It is straightforward to show that these classes E are of two kinds namely;
(1) Chain: -> E ι -> E 2 -» E x where S^Γ and JE?, ί Zλ ( 2 ) Loop: E 1 -^E 1~^ >E ι -^E 1 . In each case the cardinality Z of E will be called the length of i£. LEMMA 
Suppose that e is a primitive idempotent of a basic right q-ring R and -> eR so that S -eR(l -e) Φ 0.
(1) The right annihilator S r = {x eR\Sx = 0} is a maximal right ideal.
(2) 7/ / is also a primitive idempotent of R and eR -> fR then eRe P roof. (1) If s is a nonzero element of S then s r = M is a maximal right ideal. The right ideal M must be essential since otherwise S = eR and since R is basic this contradicts the assumption eR(l -e) Φ 0. It follows that M is a two-sided ideal of R. For any nonzero element 8 t of S one has s x = sr for some f in J? so s,M = srM £ sM = 0. Thus M = S r . (2) Let Γ be the simple submodule of fR. Since T = /βe is a simple right i?-module, it is a 1-dimensional eJ?e-space on the right. Jacobson's density theorem [5, p. 28] and (1) imply that T is also a 1-dimensional /i?/-space on the left. Choose a nonzero element t of T. The correspondence α <-* b if and only if at -tb is an isomorphism between fRf and eRe.
The -> -classes E of R are determined "up to isomorphism" by our choice of a representative set of injective hulls of minimal right ideals of R. However, the sum of an -> -class is independent of this choice. This is a consequence of the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
Let e be an idempotent of the basic right qring R.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set (1 -e)Re and the set of copies of eR in R such that to the element z of (1 -e) Re corresponds the module (1 + z)eR. (1 + z 2 )eR for z lf z 2 in (1 -e)Re then for some r in R, (1 + z t )e -(1 + z 2 )er. It follows that e = er and z 1 = z t e -z 2 e = z 2 . Thus the correspondence is one-to-one. Let E be a copy of eR in R. Since (1 -e)R contains no nonzero copy of a submodule of eR then the kernel, E Π (1 -e)R, of the projection χy->ex of £7 into eϋ? is zero. It follows that eR-=eE® A for some submodule A of eR, But A must be zero since there is a copy of A in eE. Thus the projection of E into eJ? is an isomorphism onto eR. Choose a in E so that ea = e and let 2 = (1 -e)ae. lί xeE then e(aex -x) = 0 and it follows that αe# == x for all a? in E. Then for x in E one has
Thus one has E = (1 + z)eR.
In particular if eR -> /i? with ei2 and fR members of <$/ then every copy of eR in R is contained in eRξ£)fR because (1 -e)Re = /#e. Thus the sum of an -> -class is independent of the choice of the injective hulls. (2, 1) , (3, 2) , , (£, I -1), (1, I) 
THEOREM 3. If R is a loop q-ring of length I then there is a division ring D so that R is isomorphic to the ring H(l, D) of I x I matrices with elements on the diagonal from D and elements in the positions
from D o and zero entries elsewhere. Conversely every ring H(l, D) is a loop q-ring.
Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of the matrix representation of R = End R R where
One may take D = End^ and use Lemma 2 (2). The converse is proved in [3, Theorem 3] .
The following theorem may be proved by a straightforward induction on the number of loops of R. 
where R ύ is a basic right q-ring which has no loops.
Chain tf-rings* Assume that R is a basic right tf-ring with no loops. Suppose that ^ = {Ei |1 <Ξ i <Ξ m} is a finite set of chains of R where E t is -> E tί -> E i2 -> -> 2£ <z< with E^ = e iy 2ί for a primitive idempotent β< y of R. Let / = 1 -Σe iά . Then for each i one has /B -> E i9 exactly when j -1. Also since /B(l -/) = 0 then fR = /R/ is a ring with identity /. PROPOSITION 
TFίίfe £&β notation above, the ring fR is a basic right q-ring. The set of arrow classes of R is the disjoint union of the set of arrow classes of fR with the set ^. For each i, the fR-module e ix Rf is simple, infective and is not embeddable in fR.
Proof. The first two statements are straightforward consequences of the facts that the right ideals of fR coincide with the ϋί-submodules of fR and Kom fB (K, L) = Ή.om Po (K, L) for any right ideals K and L of R on which / acts as a right identity. Since e n Rf is a simple i?-module it is a simple /i?-module and as R is basic it cannot be isomorphic to a right ideal of fR. The /i?-injectivity of e n Rf follows from Baer's criterion and Lemma 1.
Suppose that fR = gR + hR where g and h are orthogonal idempotents of fR. For each E t in & exactly one of gR -> E n or hR -> E tί is true because if both gR and hR mapped onto the simple submodule of E tl then projectivity of gR would imply that hR contained a copy of that simple module thus violating the agreement that R is basic. If, say, gR -> E iγ we say the chain Ei is associated with gR. In this way each decomposition of / as a sum of orthogonal idempotents induces a corresponding partition of the set of chains ^. The proof of the next proposition describes a procedure for decomposing / in such a way that each component summand of fR has associated with it exactly one chain from ^. Proof. We may assume that R is basic, that the members of A are minimal right ideals and that A -eR for some idempotent e of R. Choose x e (eRe Π Bl) -Bϊ. Let J denote the Jacobson radical of R. Since by [1, Theorem 3.1] eRe/eJe is a regular ring there is an element y of eRe such that x -#?/£ belongs to eJe. Since idempotents of eRe lift modulo βJe by [1, Theorem 4.1] then there is an idempotent g of eRe such that xy -g belongs to eJe. We note that g eBl -j?2 Thus one has the decomposition A -(e -g)ϋ? 0 giϋ where gR -> £ 2 and (e -#)# -> 5 X .
Assume that A is infinite. Choose one of gR and (β -g)R which has infinitely many members of A as homomorphic images and call it A[ and call the other A 1 so that A = A x 0 A[. Replace A by A[ and repeat the above process so that A[ = A 2 0 A2 where A£ has infinitely many homomorphic images in A. In this way we construct an infinite sequence {AJΓ=i which satisfies the three conditions of Proposition 1 and this is a contradiction. We call /# the corner of R in this case.
Note that in a chain q-ring fR is a basic right g-ring all of whose idempotents are central since fR has no -> -classes. Also fR is not a right cogenerator since the simple module EJ does not embed in fR. For instance fR might be an infinite product of division rings. Proof. In the basic loopless g-ring R let {e*β|ie/} be the set of projective minimal right ideals. For each i in I one has e t R(le t ) = 0 so that eJR = e i Re i is a division ring. Consider the usual embedding a of the direct sum Σe t R into Πejt where a maps e, to (β ij e i ) ieI .
Since e where the last multiplication is componentwise. Thus φ is a rm</ isomorphism from Πe^R onto ^J?. Proposition 6 implies that the set of chains ^(gR) of R associated with gR is finite, and that there is a decomposition g -g 1 + #2 + + 9k so that the g^ are orthogonal idempotents associated one-to-one with the chains of ^(gR), i.e., each ^{g^R) is a singleton. Let g i be an idempotent such that g t R = #*# 0 Σ <^? {g i R). One checks that for each i = 1, , fc, ^ is central. For instance ^i?(l -g t ) = 0 since otherwise (1 -^)i2 has a simple image in j^i? and by projectivity must contain a copy of that simple module, thus contradicting the fact that R is basic. Thus R = gR@ (1 -<j)iϋ where </ = Σi ί/ΐ & n d each ^ is central. For each i, g t R is a chain g-ring with corner, </*#, a product of division rings. Also (1 -g)R is a basic loopless g-ring which has no projective minimal right ideal since any such must be contained in gR by construction.
Matrix representation of chain g-rmgs* A chain g-ring R is a g-ring with orthogonal idempotents /, e l9 e 2 ,
, e t such that the e t , 1 ^ ί ^ I, are primitive, fR -» ejt -> e 2 J? ->...-> e^β, /R = /B/, and i2 = fR φ e^ φ φ e z i2. Since the -> -relations shown are the only ones which exist between the modules fR, e x R, , e t R one has the matrix representation 
(fR/M) Q fR/M
The following proposition shows that, conversely, every ring of this form is a right g-ring.
DEFINITION. Let A be a right g-ring with an essential maximal right ideal M such that A/M is injective and does not embed in A. We denote by C (A, M, I ) the ring of (ί + 1) x (I + 1) matrices with entries in the (1, 1) position from A, entries in the other main diagonal positions from A/M, entries on the sub-diagonal from (A/M) o , and zero entries elsewhere. (It is convenient to allow I to be any integer ^0.) PROPOSITION 
For any I :> 0, the ring C(A, M, I) as defined above is a right q-ring.
Proof. Let A and M be as described above. For each I ^ 1 let Aι = C(A, M, I) and let M t denote the ideal of A t whose members are those matrices with zero entry in the (I + 1, I + 1) position. We wish to show by induction that for every I ^ 1 the ring A t is a right g-ring with the essential maximal right ideal M x such that Aι/Mi is A Γ injective and does not embed in A u If I ^> 1 there is an obvious ring isomorphism between Aι +1 and C(A lf Mι f 1). Using this, the proof by induction is reduced to prov-ing that the statement holds when 1 = 1.
Let e i9 i = 1, 2 be the idempotent matrix of A ι with zero entries except at the (ϊ, i) position where the entry is 1. Since e λ A γ e 2 = 0 then a minimal right ideal of A x is either a minimal right ideal of e x A x (i.e., a minimal right ideal of A) or it is a simple submodule of e 2 A λ . The kernel of the ring homomorphism from A 1 onto A/M which sends a matrix X to Xe 2 is M x = A&. Since AjM is a division ring, the ideal M x is a maximal right ideal of A x . It is easy to check that S = β 2^i e i * s an essential submodule of e 2 A γ so that M λ is an essential right ideal of A x . Since e 2 AJS ~ A 1 /M 1 it follows that S is the only proper nonzero submodule of e 2 A lβ Suppose that if is an essential right ideal of A x . If K 2 e 2 A x then if = e 2 A L φ (if Π βiAJ. Otherwise if Π e 2 A ι = S so ife 2 = 0 and iΓSJlί^ ^i, φ S. It follows that K = S φ (if Π eΛ). Since A is a right g-ring it is easy to see that K Π e x A x is a two-sided ideal of e x A γ and it follows easily that in either of the above cases, K is a two-sided ideal of A x .
To see that A L is right self-injective it suffices to apply Baer's criterion as follows. Let ψ\K-> A 1 be an A^homomorphism where K is an essential right ideal of A x . Since K is an ideal K= ^ifφ e 2 K. Let φt be the restriction of φ to e x K. Since ^A x -e^A^ then Im ^ C A^! -e^! φ S. The injectivity of A/ikf as an A-module implies that S is an injective βiA^module and by assumption e γ A x Ã is right self-injective. Since φ ι is an ^A^homomorphism it follows that there is an element a of A and an element s of A/M so that for every X in eJC one has φ^X) = ( α Λ/'-^ -^e^ ^2 be the restriction of φ to e 2 iL Since no submodule of e 2 A x has a nonzero image in ^Aj. then the image of φ 2 must be contained in e 2 A : . It is then easy to see that there is an element The finiteness condition* The finiteness results Propositions 1 and 6 and Theorem 2 will be subsumed in the following theorem whose proof will be given as a sequence of lemmas. THEOREM 
A right q-ring has no infinite set of orthogonal, noncentral idempotents.
It suffices to prove the result for basic rings where from Lemma 1 and Proposition 2, the theorem is equivalent to the assertion that J&f{R) is a finite set. From Theorem 4 and Proposition 7 we may assume R has no loops and no protective minimal right ideals. We now reduce the problem to the case where R has no chain of length I > 1. Let {Ei\l ^ i ^ m) be the set of chains of R of length 1>1, where E t is -> E n -> E i2 -> -> E u . with E iό = e i5 R for a primitive idempotent e i3 of R. Let / = 1 -Σe iS so that fR -> E tι for each i and fR = fRfIt follows that fR is a right g-ring which is basic, loopless, without projective minimal right ideals and whose -> -classes are exactly the chains of R of length 1. Proof. Let A C ^ and e A R be a hull of Σ{S\Se A}. Let B £ Sf be the finite set of simple images of e A R in (1 -e A )R and let Cξ^S^ be the finite set of simple images of (l -e A )R in e A R. One has e A R -eR + e c R and (1 -e A )R = fR + e B R where e, /, e c and e B are pair wise orthogonal idempotents. If A 1 = {A -C) U B then AΔA X is finite and (e + e B )R is a hull of ^{SjSeAJ. It is routine to check that e + e B is central. For instance, to see that Hom^l-ee B )R, (e + e B )R) -Ή.om R (fR + e c R, eR + e B R) = 0 one argues as follows: Any simple submodule of e B R is an image of e A R. It cannot also be an image of (1 -e A )R so it cannot be an image of fR and thus Rom R (fR, e B R) -0. Since the -> -classes are all chains of length one then Έίom R (e c R, eR) = Ή.om B (e c R, e B R) = 0 and Hom i2 (/JS, eR) -0 by the definition of C. The argument that Hom s ((e + β^i?, (1 -e -e B )R) = 0 is similar.
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is by contradiction. Assume the theorem is false. Then there is a right g-ring R such that &> -{Si\iel} f the set of minimal right ideals of R, is infinite, S t & S 3 for i Φ j, and if for each i we let e 3 R be a hull of S t then (1 -e^Rβi = 0 and eJMX -e t ) Φ 0. If we let A be a countably infinite subset of £f then by the Lemma 3 there is a countably infinite subset A 1 so that the hull of Σ{S\SeA x } is generated by a central idempotent e Aι . It follows that we can assume that Sf is countable (so we take / to be the set of positive integers) and that R R is the hull of *ΣiT=ιS if i.e., the socle of R R is essential in R R . The proof is given as a sequence of eleven assertions proved individually.
(1) If J is the Jacobson radical of R then
Proof of (1). Since (1 -e^Rβt = 0 then Re t = ^ife*. Since e i i2e < is a division ring then Re t is a minimal left ideal of R so that R(l -e t ) is a maximal left ideal. Thus J Q Π i?(l -β<). For the other containment, it re f)R(l -e t ) then rSi = 0 for all i so r(Soc R) = 0. Then since Soc i2 is essential in R R it follows that r 6 J by [1, Theorem 3.1] . Thus (1) is proved.
(2) The mapping a: R R -> ΠβiR defined by a(r) = {e t r) iBI is an ϋJ-monomorphism.
Proof of (2) . If reR and r Φ 0 then since Soc R is essential in jβ there is r x eR so that 0 Φ rr γ 6 SocR. For some j el one has e j rr ι Φ 0 so e ά r Φ 0 and a(r) Φ 0. Thus (2) is proved.
We will identify the module ΠSt with its image in Πeji under the mapping induced by the inclusions Si ^ eJR.
Si for some i. Since S 3 = βyJB(l -βy) and ί^yβy = βyίCyβy it follows that Xjβj Φ 0. Then since x t βi = h^x^^ we have 0 =^ (^)Γ=i e, = a(x 3 e 3 ) e L ΓΊ α(12) which is a contradiction. Thus (3) is proved. From (3) and the modular law one has
Proof of (4). Since J= ni2(l-e<) from (1), it is clear that S ίΓSi (Ί α(Λ). For the other containment suppose that reR and a(r) e ΠS^ Then for each i one has e t r = 6^(1 -e<) so that r^ = e^i = 0. It follows from (1) that reJ.
Thus (4) Proof of (5) . For each i, e t R = S t 0 ejie i as abelian groups. The projections onto the second summands induce an abelian group epimorphism π: ΠeJEt -> ΠeJEte^ Let β = πa map J? into 77^726*. Using Re t = βiRβi one can see that β is a ring homomorphism. Since by (3) L Q ΠS, then π(L) = 0 and since Πe.R = α(72) 0 L it follows that Im π = πa(R) = Im /3 so /9 is an epimorphism. We note that Ker /3 = a'^Kerπ) = a'XΠS,) = J by (4). Thus (5) is proved.
From Lemma 2, each S t is a 1-dimensional left vector space over βiRe^ The componentwise multiplication (β ι r i e ί )Γ=i(s<)Jli = (e^iβiS^! makes 77/% a left /T^iϋβί-module. Since each S t is a left ideal of 72 and JS, = 0 then 77S* is naturally a left iϋ/J-module where the multiplication is given by (r + J)(8 < )Γ=i = (fs<)Π=i-We denote by D t the ring e,^. Proof of (7). If s G 77Si and r = r + J for r e 72 then one always has rs -β(r)-s where denotes componentwise multiplication, since β(r) 8 = £(r) s = (fiireύ-(sl) = (e f r^) = (rβ^J = (rs < ) = r(s < ) = re. Let i belong to /. Then α:(f j) = a(rj) = {βiT^ύ = (β^ej+ βi^(l-βi)ΛΓ=i = (e < re i i)Γ=i = (e < re i )Γ=i-(βii)Γ=i = /S(r) α(i) = rα:(i). Thus (7) is proved.
(8) The mapping β~ιδa is an essential embedding of / into 72// as left 72//-modules.
Proo/ o/ (8). From (6) and (7), β^δa is an 72//-embedding of / into 72//. To show that ]3~^a(J) is essential in 72// is equivalent to showing that δa(J) is an essential left ideal of ΠD t . It suffices to show that for each j the idempotent E, where E, = (δ^OΓ^i belongs to δa(J). If Xi 6 Si then for each k one has x t e k = 0 so that ΣS t £ /. Then with the elements x i e S t chosen in (6) one has δa{x ά ) e δa(J) and δafa) = Sfo&y)?^ = δίδ^i) = Γ=i^. Thus (8) is proved.
Consider the bimodule B /JJ R /J. The right hand action of elements of R/J on J produces a ring homomorphism 7: R/J-+ End ( R /jJ) whose kernel is {r + J\ Jr = 0}.
(9) If r belongs to R then Jr = 0 if and only if Supp r = {ieiΊre* ^ 0} is finite.
Proof of (9). Suppose that Supp r is finite. Since r t -rΣiesupp r^i left annihilates all the e t then by (1) r x belongs to J and hence Jr^ = 0 since J 2 = 0. But clearly J"Σiesu PP r^i =
•/"Σieβupprβire, = 0. Thus Jr = 0.
Suppose that Jr -0 and that Supp r is infinite. From Lemma 3 there is a central idempotent / of R so that if I x = {i6j|e<6/22} then Supp rAI x is finite. Replacing R by /22 we can assume that Supp r is cofinite in I. Let r 2 = r + Σ*esup P A Since J(Σe t ) = 0 then /r 2 = 0. But for all i in J, r 2 e € ^0 so β{r 2 ) is a unit of ΠD t . Then there is an element t of i2 so that 1 -r 2 t e J and hence J -J(l -r a ί) £ J 2 = 0, a contradiction. Thus (9) is proved. It follows from (9) Proof of (10). For each i = 1, 2, let ε< be the sequence of D with ith slot e t and zero elsewhere. If g 1 and g 2 belong to G and ε ί g 1 = ε έ and ε^ = e< then #! = g 2 since otherwise we have e< = 0. It follows that if we let £7 -{ε f | ε^ = s. for some # in (?} then the mapping from E to G which maps s t to g if ε^ = ε^ is well-defined and it is clearly a surjection. It follows that \G\ P roof of (11). The set N of natural numbers has a set jy of c subsets of N, each of cardinality )£ 0 , any two of which have finite intersection. (Match N with the set of rational numbers and choose for each real number a strictly increasing sequence of rational numbers converging to it.) For each subset X of N let e x be the idempotent of D such that e x (ί) = e t if i belongs to X and e x (ϊ) = 0 otherwise. The set j^ = {e x + SocD|Xe ^/) is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of D/Soc D. Since XΔ Y is infinite when X and F are distinct members of Szf then e x + Soc D Φ e γ + Soc D. It follows that jzf has cardinality c.
Thus (10) and (11) 
-gR + Σ^(R).
If the chains are denoted
As in Proposition 6 we can find orthogonal idempotents g ιf 1 ^ i r a so that gr = X^i Qi and g,i? -> E 7^ if and only if i = i. If ^ is an idempotent such that (^ίί = g^ 0 Σ}=i ^i then g i is central in R. As a ring ^.β is a chain right g-ring such that the corner gjt = giRg t is a right g-ring with j^f(g % R) -0. It follows from Lemma 1 that each idempotent of g τ R is central. Proof. Let {e τ \iel} be the set of primitive idempotents of R. As in the proof of Proposition 7 there is an idempotent g of R so that gR is ring-isomorphic to the product of local rings L = Πe^, in such a way that e t R £ gR corresponds to its usual image in ΐlejϊί. Clearly, (1 -g)R has no primitive idempotent.
We note that local rings in the product L which are division rings would correspond to projective minimal right ideals of R. Proof. By Proposition 9, gR = gJR 0 gJR where Z = gjϋ has no primitive idempotent and g 2 R ~ L is a product of local right grings none of which is a division ring. The chain of R is associated with Z and not with L. This follows from Proposition 5 and the fact that if L is a product of local rings which are not division rings then there is no simple, injective right L-module which is not embeddable in L. For suppose that L -ΠLt where each L t is a local right g-ring so that J; Φ 0 where J % is the Jacobson radical of L i9 Suppose L/M is simple, injective L-module and is not embeddable in L. Then the maximal right ideal M of L is essential and therefore M is an ideal of L. Choose ueL so that u = (u t ) where for each ΐ, u t e J t and u t Φ 0. The right annihilator u r of u in L is contained in the radical 77J < of L so that in particular u r £ M. Thus the mapping ua\-+a + M from %L to L/M is a well-defined epimorphism. Since L/M is injective there is an element x e L/M so that for each a e L, a + M = x(ua). But % e 77J, £ M so that xw = 0 and we have a contradiction.
We can summarize all of the structure theorems of the paper in the following way. THEOREM 
A right q-rίng is isomorphic to a finite product of rings of the following kinds:
(1) Semisimple artinian ring. Final remarks. The further study of g-rings would examine the structure of the local ones and the ones which have no primitive idempotent. The latter clearly have zero right socle and for both kinds, all idempotents are central so that one would expect the investigation of them to require methods very different from those of the present paper.
With regard to the symmetry question for the g-ring condition, it is easy to see that a chain right g-ring (of length ^>1) is not left self-injective so that a right g-ring need not be also a left qring. For consider R = C(A, M, 1) and let E γ and E 2 be the idempotent matrices with zero entries except for entries of 1 in the (1, 1) and (2, 2) positions respectively. It is easy to see that the obvious correspondence between S = E 2 RE t and RE 2 where ( χ corresponds to (Q j is an isomorphism of left i?-modules. If R were left self-injective then by Baer's criterion the isomorphism from S to RE 2 could be realized as a right multiplication by some element of RE 2 , but SRE 2 = 0. One might rephrase the question thus: Is every right g-ring with no chain of length ^>0 also a left g-ring? [Cf. 2, Remark 2.14.] With regard to this symmetry question one would like to know whether there is a local, right selfinjective duo ring which is not left self-injective.
